Preparation and Study of Bacterial Layers on SWCNT Films with Subsequent Carbonization
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Abstract: Two types of bacteria were placed on the top surface of carbon nanotube films and the composite film morphology was examined using scanning electron microscopy. The interaction of bacteria with the carbonaceous film was studied after drying and subsequent heating to 1000 °C. For gram-positive bacteria, subsequent shrinkage of the bacterial layer causes film stresses and roll-up, and for the gram-negative bacteria the carbonization step seems to leave residual bacterial-derived material in-between the Single-Walled Carbon NanoTube (SWCNT) network, suggesting some type of interaction between the SWCNTs and the bacterial wall that leads to incorporation of material within the network, which then carbonizes. These observed property changes are undesirable during the lifetime of the material network, but might be welcome for its later disposal.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Adhesion of bacteria to surfaces is a common fact and causes various problems. Important topics are the interactions in sea water on surfaces, especially ships [1] or the consequences of bacteria on surfaces of implants and medical devices [2]. Staphylococcus epidermidis as typical gram-positive bacteria is able to form biofilms [3]. It is known for micro-engineered polymer surfaces that biofilm formation of Staphylococcus aureus can be postponed for an extended period of time. These observations open possibilities for medical devices: Surfaces with an engineered texture remain sterile longer than flat surfaces. The surface features are able to suppress or to limit the binding of such gram-positive bacteria and the process of biofilm formation is slowed down [4]. A similar study tested the adhesion of S. epidermidis on chemically altered surfaces. Biofilm formation on hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces and on such with ionic character was examined. Hydrophobic interactions between bacteria and material were found to be important for the binding to the substrate [5]. Therefore hydrophilic surfaces decrease and hydrophobic surfaces increase the bacterial adhesion [6, 7]. The direction of all these research activities is to minimize bacterial adhesion and therefore biofilm formation by proper substrate selection and modification.

With the rise of nanotechnology a significant number of new materials are becoming popular. Various carbon-based materials were prepared to upgrade materials properties and quality. The improvement of stiffness for engineering purposes, the reduction of materials weight or the supply of higher energy density, e.g. for batteries or hydrogen storage [8], are major concerns in research. For different reasons they have attracted a lot of interest especially when they are paper-like. Examples are graphene oxide paper [9], membranes of conductive bacterial cellulose by incorporation of multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) [10], or single-wall carbon nanotube (SWCNT) films. Recently, Pushparaj et al. have reported the use of modified carbon nanotube papers as a battery applicable inside the human body as a pacemaker battery [11]. Carbon nanotube (CNT) films have been proposed as good filters for removing chemicals and bacteria from water [12]. The advantage of CNT filters is the ease of cleaning simply by ultrasonication and autoclaving [13]. Zhou et al. have shown that dispersed single-wall carbon nanotubes are able to capture even low numbers of bacteria in solution and therefore show a high ability to trap bacteria [14].

In this article we present a study using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) of bacterial layers on top of SWCNT thin film as one example of such new carbon-based materials. The structural changes of the bacterial layer were examined: 1) after deposition, 2) after drying and 3) after subsequent heating ending finally in carbonization of the bacterial layer. New carbon-based materials are in contact with bacteria during their lifetime, intentionally or randomly. The interactions of two typical bacterial species very common in nature are examined. A S. epidermidis isolate has been selected as a representative for gram-positive bacteria and an E. coli isolate has been chosen as a representative for gram-negative bacteria. These two germs can be easily distributed by every person or directly from the environment, e.g. skin contact facilitates transmission during the manufacturing process or in use. Therefore these have been selected as examples for this study.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY

Escherichia coli strain DH5α and Staphylococcus epidermidis strain ATCC#35984 were kindly provided by
the Institute of Hygiene and Microbiology, Würzburg, Germany. The SWCNTs were purchased from Carbon Nanotechnologies Inc. (CNI, 16200 Park Row, Houston, TX, USA). The carbon nanotube films were produced following standard procedures [15-17] by filtration of a suspension on a polycarbonate filter; see supporting information for a detailed description. The bacteria were deposited and accumulated by subsequent vacuum filtration to avoid mixing with the carbonaceous material. As a result it was possible to examine the interface between carbon nanotube film and bacteria film. Each film was dried in vacuum. The SEM imaging was done using a field-emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) from Zeiss model LEO type 1530. SEM samples were prepared by depositing the SWCNT free standing film on an alumina plate followed by deposition of 4 nm of Pt. The imaging was performed at an acceleration voltage of 5 kV. The EDX-measurements were conducted at an acceleration voltage of 9 kV. The samples were analyzed after various preparation steps: (a) after deposition and (b) after the carbonization process at 1000 °C in a vacuum chamber. It is known from other experiments [8], that a SWCNT thin film without a bacterial layer will not change during subsequent heating to 1000 °C and cooling in vacuum.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Gram-Positive Bacteria (Staphylococcus epidermidis)

After SWCNT film production the gram-positive bacteria S. epidermidis were deposited on the top of the neat film. The deposit on the thin SWCNT surface was about twenty bacteria layers thick with a height between 6 and 8 μm (Fig. 1A). The first observation was that the CNT film loaded with bacteria on one side lifts from the substrate polycarbonate filter material during drying. After removal of the substrate the free standing carbon nanotube film started to bend towards the bacteria covered side. The interaction of gram-positive bacteria and carbon nanotubes is stronger than that between nanotube film and polycarbonate. It is even stronger than between the carbon nanotubes inside the film, as shown in Fig. (1B) (bending towards bacteria front) and Fig. (1C) (disrupted film).

In the next step we wanted to analyze how the SWCNT thin film covered with a bacterial layer will change during heating, especially whether the contamination of bacteria could be removed by heat. The heating was performed in the absence of air since heating of carbon-based materials results finally in carbon dioxide. The quite elevated temperature of 1000 °C was chosen to carbonize the bacterial layer and to simulate the proposed use of carbon-based materials, e.g. HOPG [18, 19], in high temperature range. As seen in Fig. (2A), further destruction started during heating. The surface of the bacteria started to change during the carbonization process, finally ending in a glassy carbon-like layer. This structural change was accompanied by a change in thickness. The earlier twenty layers of S. epidermidis on top of the carbon nanotube film (1.5-2.0 nm) with an initial thickness between 6 and 8 μm has collapsed to a homogeneous layer of some hundred nanometers up to 1 μm thickness at some positions (Fig. 2).

Fig. (1). SEM-images of deposited S. epidermidis bacteria on SWCNT film. (A) The bacterial growth with an average height of 6 to 8 μm (~ twenty layers) can be easily distinguished between the thin SWCNT substrate. (B) The bending of the film towards the bacterial layer is shown, which can result in a complete disruption of substrate and bacterial layer as shown in (C). (D) A zoom-out view of bend film.
Fig. (2). (A) The former *S. epidermidis* layer (see Fig. 1A-C) is converted to a glassy carbon-like coverage during the carbonization process. The initial 6-8 μm of bacterial layer collapsed down to the nanometer scale. A direct comparison of both layers is shown in (B) and (C). (B) Shows the initial deposition of bacteria on the SWCNT film before and (C) the glassy carbon-like coating after carbonization.

The resistance of the sample was measured across the whole film, which has a diameter of about 9 mm, using a handheld digital multimeter. The bacteria-covered film revealed a resistance of about 400 MΩ, the resulting glassy carbon film shows a resistance of 60 Ω which is near to the 50 Ω of pure SWCNT film (for reference: highly oriented pyrolytic graphite - HOPG shows about 2-3 Ω). The attempt to clean the CNT film by carbonization resulted in a change of material properties - from insulating to conducting, from flat layer to torn and bent film.

3.2. Gram-Negative Bacteria (*Escherichia coli*)

In a second setup *E. coli* as representative gram-negative bacteria was filtered on a neat CNT film. Some key differences were observed: Firstly, the gram-negative bacteria film does not detach itself as a layered film from the substrate. Secondly, no cracks or rupture of the surface occurred.

As seen in Fig. (3A, B) the *E. coli* bacteria have mainly filled the cavities between the carbon nanotubes. No bending and no shrinking were observed during carbonization. At first glance one would argue that *E. coli* are not destroying the structure of CNT film. This is true from the macroscopic point of view, form and structural integrity have been conserved (Fig. 3C). But in Fig. (3D) it can be seen that on a microscopic level the surface texture has changed. The spaces within the nanotube network have been filled with material (Fig. 4). The material in the interior of the bacteria has spread over a wide region on the surface (indicated with arrows in Fig. 3D).

These observations have triggered further studies, since the influence of the thickness of the bacterial film on top has to be analyzed in more detail. The influence of the characteristic of gram-positive bacteria will also have to be looked at more closely. And a third aspect has to be thought about namely
whether the changes be different if the bacterial layer has been formed by growth of living organisms instead of filtration out of suspension on top of the SWCNT thin film.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This study has shown for the first time to the authors’ knowledge that bacteria and carbon-based materials interact at the expense of the material. Structural damage on a SWCNT film was observed during drying and carbonization of the bacterial layer. Each attempt to remove the deposited bacteria resulted in more severe damage of the material, macroscopically evident for gram-positive bacteria and microscopically for gram-negative bacteria.

Since contact with bacteria cannot be excluded, one has to be aware that common bacteria can interact with new carbon-based materials in an undesirable manner. On the other hand this might help to decompose carbon-based materials after their lifespan.
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